BEAUTIFUL turf, which is essential to an attractive golf course, is the result of painstaking attention to the details which favor its growth. Few realize the quantity of seed wasted on an improperly prepared seed bed with large unbroken clods that bury the seed and retard its growth.

Proper cultivation of the soil, prior to seeding, assists materially in producing a fine initial growth. Without such cultivation a similar stand of grass might not be obtained in years. With poor preparation of the soil or poor treatment after seeding no rate of seeding however great will make much difference. Proper conditioning of the seed bed is the foundation of successful turf growth.

The secret of a good stand of grass is in preparing the proper home for the seed. That is, work the soil and surface until it is friable, well pulverized and in suitable condition. This is the one chance in the life of the course to make a proper foundation at a minimum of expense.

Too many look upon conditioning the soil as relatively unimportant and believe that grass seed manages to grow in some mysterious, incomprehensible manner. This attitude should be changed. A knowledge of the mechanism of the soil and the biology of germination is very desirable. Long famili-
The soil and its problems is a most profitable study. After the preliminary construction work on the new course has been completed, the entire property should be plowed and the top soil turned over thoroughly. Usually a depth of from six to eight inches is sufficient but in some cases it is necessary to plow deeper in order to turn over good top soil. If the ground is very hard and there are many rocks just below the surface, it is wise to use heavy railroad plows which will dig into the hardest ground. Ordinarily No. 12 plows are heavy enough. Naturally, the lighter plows are easier to handle and can cover more ground per day.

Plow Before Weeds go to Seed

The first plowing has two purposes: both of which are very important; First, it loosens the soil and conditions it; second, it turns under any green crop or weeds on the surface. It is very desirable that this plowing should be done early enough in the season before the weeds go to seed. While green matter is not wanted on the surface, it is very helpful underground for it will decay and build up the humus of the soil, without which plant life is impossible. Sometimes it is possible to plow under a legume crop such as clover, cow peas or vetch.

Grass in its early stages requires more than the usual amount of humus in the soil. The process of the formation of this humus takes some time but may be hastened by the addition of about one ton of lime to the acre. In order to allow as much time for the making of humus as possible it is advisable to complete the first plowing as soon as possible.

Discing and harrowing should follow the plowing. A double disc and a three-section spike harrow will be found most efficient. The discing will break up the plowing furrows and the harrowing will pull up roots and stones and tend to level the surface. The leveling may be completed through the use of a plank-float, made of 2"x12"x12' boards nailed to runners, or a steel rail about 18 feet long dragged by a chain. The weight of the soil in some cases breeds contempt and this knowledge of soil physics is often neglected. The soil and its problems is a most profitable study.

Nearly 2000% INCREASE IN DUTY on Bent Grass Seeds

In anticipation of this increase, we have protected our customers and have on hand a supply of Bent Grasses and Mixtures containing Bent Seed, which we are offering at a saving while this supply lasts.

For the Finest Turf, Sow Bent Grass Seed

of Known Quality

TESTED for PURITY and GERMINATION

South German Bent Colonial Bent Rhode Island Bent
Astoria Bent Special Putting Green Bent Formula
Seaside Bent Standard Putting Green Formula
Superfine Fairway Formula (with Bent) Bent Stolons

Wholesale prices on the above, or any other turf grasses, such as Fancy Red Top, Ky. Blue, Chewing’s N. Z. Fescue, etc., on request.

COCOOS BENT

Because of the fine turf producing qualities of this Creeping Bent, it is meeting with favor in sections other than the Pacific Coast, where it is already recognized as the outstanding Putting Green Grass.

Cocoos Bent is botanically known as Agrostis maritima, but all strains of Agrostis maritima are not Cocoos Bent. We offer the true Cocoos Bent, the finest of the Agrostis maritima grasses, in sealed bags.

Per lb. $2.50, per 10 lbs. $22.50, per 100 lbs. $200.00

Special formulas for Tees, Rough, Bunkers, Lawns, etc., on request.

Remember:— We are one of the largest direct contractors for foreign-grown Grass Seeds in the United States. Over thirty years of Seed Service have enabled us to segregate those collectors of Bent Seeds who are reliable from those who are not; to single out those growers of Chewing’s Fescue whose strains are pure; also to contract for true American-grown seeds of high vitality. All our seeds are botanically true to name and are cleaned and re-cleaned until brought up to the highest possible state of purity and germination, special care being given to the elimination of weed seeds.

Without obligation we shall be pleased to send a representative who, from long experience, is qualified to advise regarding grasses and furnish such other information as is necessary for the best results.

Stump & Walter
Specialists in Golf Grass Seeds and Equipment
30-32 Barclay Street New York City
man who rides upon the plank float ordinarily is sufficient. The dirt is pulled from the high spots into the low places.

The condition of the soil is an important factor affecting the speed with which this work may be accomplished. Tractors will be found very efficient for supplying motive power. The number of them will depend upon the speed with which it is desired to condition the course. A tractor operator can control two ordinary plows and cover about two-thirds of an acre per hour. The discing and harrowing and leveling may be done much faster. With a tractor it is possible to disc about an acre and a half per hour and to harrow almost three acres per hour without difficulty. About two acres per hour may be leveled.

Continuously dry weather is essential during the period just before and just after the work of conditioning the course. If rain has fallen just before the work is commenced, the ground is likely to be muddy and impossible to cultivate; if rain falls right after the plowing, the clods of dirt will cake and make the discing and harrowing doubly difficult. So avoid changeable weather and try to select a season of the year for the conditioning the course when the soil is dry and workable.

Fertilization is Necessary

NEARLY every piece of property being converted into a golf course requires quite a bit of fertilization. In many cases the land has been neglected or uncultivated previously and the organic elements of the soil have become exhausted. The quantity of these chemical elements needed by growing grass, especially in its early stages, is almost beyond belief. Soil, which is deficient in them, cannot be expected to produce satisfactory turf.

The exact condition of the soil can only be determined by study. Samples of all of the various types of soil on the property should be taken and submitted to a soil technologist for analyses. Often this work will be done without cost by the state department of agriculture or the state college of agriculture.

From the information obtained an accurate soil chart should be made of the property.

It takes 5 efficient units to make an efficient Quint

Experienced greenkeepers know that a fairway gang mower cannot be any more efficient than its individual cutting units.

Every cutting blade of the PENNSYLVANIA "New" Fairway Quint or Trio is made of the finest crucible tool steel, oil-hardened and water-tempered. Each knife is given three separate grindings. Highest quality bearings throughout—either ball or roller. Alemite lubrication.

Write for further details and COMPLETE GOLF CATALOG.

Pennsylvania Lawn Mower Works
1645 North 23rd Street Philadelphia
HEALTHY TURF
and a firm footing,
ALWAYS

Number 4 at Asheville, N. C.—drained by a complete network of Armco Perforated Iron Pipe, hence always in excellent condition for par play.

ONLY actual rainfall stops play on Armco-drained courses. Armco Perforated Iron Pipe, champion of endurance in service, carries off rain as it falls, preventing heavy, soggy ground and standing water. Fairways and greens remain dry, compact—give firm footing for studied shots. Armco Perforated Iron Pipe, champion of endurance, is easy to haul and install, and is flexible. Freezing has no effect on it. It goes just beneath the surface and is unharmed by rollers and trucks.

Send for data on course drainage.

Armco culverts and drains are manufactured from the Armco Ingot Iron of The American Rolling Mill Company and always bear its brand.

ARMCO CULVERT MFRS.
ASSOCIATION
Middletown, Ohio

ARMCO
Perforated
PIPE

© 1930. A. C. M. A.

which will not only aid in the conditioning but also in the maintenance of the course. Unfortunately analysis of the soil usually explains only its composition so that green-keeping experience is necessary to interpret this composition in terms of necessary fertilization.

There is a tendency today toward the more concentrated fertilizers which may be rapidly applied at almost any time without interfering with play. However, it must not be forgotten that there are two entirely different kinds of fertilizers, organic and inorganic, which are different in their actions. The first is used to change the physical structure of the soil and to supply it with additional bacteria and humus for plant growth. This condition cannot be obtained alone by concentrated chemicals. The second type of fertilizer endeavors to stimulate plant growth.

Organic fertilizers are the best for conditioning the course. The kind and quantity to use depends upon price and the requirements of the soil. Manures or leguminous crops, well rotted, are very efficient. Usually it is difficult to obtain this material in the proper condition for immediate application. Tankage, guano and similar fertilizers are satisfactory if applied in sufficient quantities. For permanent results cotton seed meal and bone meal are very helpful. This material may be obtained in sacks and is easily applied.

The purchase price of fertilizer should be according to value and not according to bulk. The nitrogen unit for ascertaining value has been standardized. The substance must be rich in nitrogen in an available form. Ammonium-phosphate and sulphate of ammonia are high in nitrogen in such condition and are proven fertilizers. However, it must not be forgotten that desirable fertilizer should contain phosphoric acid and potash, both of which are very necessary for plant growth.

Sometimes a fertilizer may be high in nitrogen and lacking in these other important elements. Unless the soil is peculiar in some respect or deficient in certain elements usually it is best to apply a well balanced fertilizer, such as one having six units of nitrogen, eight units of phosphoric acid and four units of potash. Before buying fertilizer it is well to insist upon
a chemical analysis and a report as to its exact chemical content. It is foolish to pay for worthless fillers.

There are several efficient methods of applying fertilizer quickly and economically. The apparatus to be used depends to some extent upon the type of fertilizer. Regular fertilizer spreaders and lime sowers are both used for this work. As the equipment will be useful for maintenance it is economical to buy the best. With the proper equipment about four acres per hour may be fertilized. As the fairways of the average golf course comprise about 55 acres, the entire fertilizing may be done in much less than a week.

The Cost of Fertilizers

The cost of the initial fertilization of golf course property varies greatly. If the soil is in the worst possible condition, the expense may be as high as $60 an acre. The average cost is not over $15 an acre. The probable cost of this fertilization should have been considered when purchasing the site. Sometimes "cheap" land is not always so cheap.

Fertilizing should be completed at least a week before planting the grass. The soil should have an opportunity to throw off the immediate caustic effect and the chemical reactions should be well established before the seed is sown.

"Nature's time" is the time for sowing grass seed or planting stolons. This is just before the fall rains so that full advantage may be obtained from them. The days then are getting shorter and the nights longer. Grass grows best in the long, cool nights of autumn. If planted early enough, the grass should be strong enough by the time frost comes to withstand the rigors of winter.

Spring sowing of grass seed is not to be recommended. The days are getting longer then and the nights shorter. Warm weather is coming on which is much harder on young grass than cold weather. Spring sowing usually means wasted seed and labor. Grass planted in the spring is almost never strong enough to be trodden upon that year. If the turf is abused, reseeding generally is necessary.

The latitude of the course determines to a large extent the type of grass to be planted.

Milorganize Drought Stricken Fairways
This Fall to Insure
Turf Recovery

Fairway improvement should begin this fall to offset loss of turf resulting from protracted dry weather.

Where injury is confined simply to thinning of blue grass, fertilization alone will effect desired improvement.

On badly damaged fairways where reseeding is necessary, fertilization should precede seeding. It is folly to spend all available funds for seed and neglect to supply vital plant food. New seedings develop faster and produce denser sod more rapidly in the presence of ample plant food.

Milorganite is the most effective fall fertilizer. Growth will be encouraged this fall and results obtained next year. It will not injure young seedlings, and its organic nitrogen does not leach out of the soil during the winter, advantages which the soluble fertilizers do not possess. Of all fertilizers, Milorganite is the easiest to apply due to its exceptional granular physical condition.

For further information address

The
Sewerage Commission
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

We are prepared to help devise an effective program of turf improvement
Grass is susceptible to both heat and cold and it is foolish to plant a type which cannot survive the climate. Strains of grass are being improved continuously and it is possible to obtain very dependable grass now.

In the southern half of the United States, Bermuda or carpet grass during the summer is supplemented with a crop of blue grass and red top during the winter. While Bermuda grass is somewhat coarse in texture, it has many fine qualities. About three pounds per 1000 square feet are sufficient.

The Type of Grass to Plant

The type of grass to plant upon the greens in the northern half of United States has been the subject of considerable controversy between greenkeepers as it is essential that these surfaces should be perfect. The conclusion has finally been reached that the best grass for the purpose is creeping bent which is very hardy and very beautiful and uniform in appearance. Until recently there was no satisfactory bent seed on the market as South German bent is composed of a mixture of European strains, some of which are not adapted to the climate of this continent. However, a strain of bent has been developed in the northwest which is proving very satisfactory. This bears the generic name of agrostis stolonifera. It comes up very quickly and has a fine texture. It makes very fine tees and greens in the Middle West and on the Pacific Coast.

Bent stolons have been recommended for greens for several decades. Washington and Metropolitan strains were standard until the development of Velvet bent which is now regarded as the finest. As sod is usually obtained with the stolons, planting is simplified and produces quick growth.

For fairways in the northern half of United States Kentucky blue grass provides the most permanent growth. This should be planted between the middle of August and the middle of September. It matures fully about the third year and will live indefinitely under proper care. Canada blue grass is cheaper but its coarseness makes it suitable only for the rough.

Because blue grass takes so long to mature a nurse crop is usually planted with it. The faster growing grass protects the slower growing grass from the severity of the winter. Rye grass is the cheapest of these nurse crops but its life is somewhat uncertain but red top, which is only fifty per cent more expensive, will live thru two seasons. The best combination is a mixture of 120 pounds of Kentucky blue grass and 30 pounds of red top per acre. If possible, a small amount of bent should be sown in the fairway in the middle western and eastern sections of United States.

For very poor or sandy soil the planting of New Zealand fescue will be found most satisfactory. If sown straight, the quantity needed is about 10 pounds per 1000 square feet. For the bunkers, traps and rough, sheep’s fescue is recommended. This does not grow very fast but it is quite suitable for the purpose.

In purchasing seed attention should be concentrated upon purity rather than price. All grass seed contains some weed seed but it is desirable that this percentage should be as low as possible. Old seed often loses its vitality. Therefore, it is best to obtain fresh seed with as high purity and germination as possible. To ascertain these important facts samples of the seed under consideration should be sent to a competent seed analyst for a report. Often seed houses are not thoroughly familiar with the exact qualities of their seeds. Delivery is made without any warranty, either expressed or implied, and the purchaser of inferior seed has no redress.
Sow Seed by Broadcasting

In sowing seed best results will be obtained by broadcasting it. Planting it with a seed drill will cause the grass to grow in ridges which is very undesirable. There are several efficient broadcast sowers on the market, especially designed for grass seed and which will scatter it very evenly. However, the sower must be careful in operating them and should not only sow lengthwise of the field but crosswise also. The average green contains from 6,000 to 12,000 square feet and may be sown in about twelve minutes. To plant stolons and to top-dress a green takes a crew of six men about two hours.

A depth of only a quarter of an inch is sufficient for grass seed because, if it is planted deeper, it must fight its way to the surface. At such a shallow depth the seed has no protection from the rain and the sowing should always be done when there is a likelihood of several days of fair weather. Many a club has been obliged to make its initial sowing twice because of contempt for the Weather Man.

After the sowing, the ground should be thoroughly rolled to iron out the surface. Triplex rollers weighing about 500 pounds each may be drawn by a light tractor over a fairway in about an hour. Handpulled water ballast rollers, weighing about 500 pounds, will roll a green satisfactorily in about half an hour.

Nature is now called upon to ripen the seed and to nurse the tiny blades of grass into mature growth. Her work can be assisted by spraying a fine mist over the seed bed of the greens and tees for several days in succession right after the sowing.

Too much stress cannot be placed upon proper conditioning of the course and careful selection of the seed to minimize later reseedings and top dressings, which are both inconvenient and expensive. Upon the condition of the seed bed and the quality of the seed depends the attractive and inviting appearance of the links. Don't forget cheap work and cheap seed is expensive.

NEXT MONTH
Landscaping the Golf Course
COUNTRY CLUB OPENS NEW COURSE

CLEVELAND'S oldest golf club—the Country Club—opened its new clubhouse and golf course on Saturday, August 15. The club was organized in 1888 and was located on Lake Shore Blvd., at the foot of Eddy Road. The club had a 9-hole course until 1913 when it was enlarged to eighteen holes by acquiring property on the south side of the New York Central tracks.

The encroachment of factories and residential development made it necessary for the club to consider a new location and in the spring of 1928 they commissioned Toomey and Flynn of Philadelphia to design and build a new 18-hole golf course on the wooded property adjoining Lander Road in Pepper Pike village. Fortunately the club was not required to abandon the old course until the new one had a chance to mature for a year so that, when the members opened up the course on the date above mentioned, they were surprised at its wonderful condition. The new course has a yardage of 6531 with a par of 72 and is nicely laid out, having plenty of large trees and no hills to climb, with a gentle contour and just enough roll to make it sporty.

The new clubhouse is located in a clump of trees about seven hundred feet in from Lander Road which gives it a secluded location. There is parking space for about three hundred and fifty cars, a swimming pool near the 18th hole, four tennis courts close to Number 1 tee, also a playground reserved for the caddies.

It has been a great pleasure for me to help prepare and open up the new golf course of the Country Club, with which organization I have been connected almost thirty years.

LOOKING DOWN NUMBER 1 FAIRWAY AT THE NEW COUNTRY CLUB, CLEVELAND

Photo by F. W. Smith
URSE—OTHER CLEVELAND GOSSIP

It is a wonderful layout and I hope any of my fellow greenkeepers who can visit me will do so. —BERT G. SHELDIN

Cleveland District Gossip

By FRANK P. DUNLAP

Bob Zink, greenkeeper at Shaker Heights is having considerable success in ridding his greens of pearl wort by applications of common household ammonia; also by heavy applications of boiling water. Both are applied by driving a metal cylinder down around the affected area and then putting on the water or ammonia. This prevents damage to the grass around the pearl wort.

B. W. Zink has returned to the Cleveland District after an absence of two years and is now located at Highland Park, Cleveland's 36-hole municipal course. The boys in the Cleveland District join in welcoming him back and wishing him the best of luck.

Oakwood, the home course of Chris. Bain, president of the Cleveland District Greenkeepers Association, as well as all courses in this section of the country has been faced with the serious problem of water shortage and low pressure. All watering is done at night, not only because they believe that to be the best time for it but also because of extremely heavy play all day and the fact that the water pressure is much stronger at night.

Oakwood was host to the City ladies during the week of July 21. Great interest was taken in the matches—a crowd of over a thousand or more being out to watch the finals. Mr. Bandy acted as Master of Ceremonies and reported complete satisfaction with course conditions and total absence of any complaints. At present they are building a 9-hole chip and putt course, also they have enclosed the entire course with a 6-foot fence, which makes for privacy, less trespassing, breakages and loss of equipment.

Lou Latta, greenkeeper at Brae Burn club at Akron reports the shortest nine holes on record at his course. A member teeing off at Number 1 tee hit the ball off the toe of the club, the ball carried over the club-house and holed out on Number 9 green.

The Cleveland District Association of Greenkeepers has had a very busy season. Meetings have been held at Hawthorne, Oakwood, Chagrin Valley, Bunker Hill, Orchard Hill and Ridgewood Country clubs, and further meetings are scheduled for Portage Country Club, Riceland Golf, Beechmont Country Club and Brae Burn Golf club.

After the regular business sessions during which many items of interest are discussed, a round of golf is played. Many of the boys have taken advantage of these opportunities to keep in trim or improve their game for the championship match to be played at Beechmont on October 6.

Believing it to be to the best interests of the greenkeeping profession, the local organization have rewritten their by-laws, requiring more stringent qualifications for full membership. It is the desire of the organization to maintain its standard of membership at such a point that when a member presents his card for a position along with it will go the unqualified recommendation of the local organization.

Frank P. Dunlap of Hawthorne Valley was appointed to handle publicity for the Cleveland District Association of Greenkeepers.

Two Pipes of Peace!

To have peace in his mind, a greenkeeper needs cast iron pipe in his irrigation system. Then his own pipe hits on all six when his day’s work is done: he knows rust will never necessitate digging up greens and fairways to replace worn-out pipe. Cast iron lasts. And ONLY McWane makes it small enough for complete golf course layouts.

McWane Cast Iron Pipe Co.
Birmingham, Ala.
Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Denver, San Francisco, Dallas, Portland, Provo, Utah
We were asked to give a talk on construction of tees, greens and bunkers. This we considered was a rather large consignment for one day for the average greenkeeper. Therefore, we did not attempt to make a speech, but rather to have a general discussion of the fundamentals of construction.

Our first order of discussion was bunkers. Each hole must be bunkered as an individual. No set rule can be made, and, in our opinion, only the bunkers at the green and a few that are outstanding should be made when the course is constructed, others to be added later. We consider it all wrong to bunker 175 yards right and 200 yards left to catch the average player, and then give a wide open fairway from 225 to 250 yards for the pro or better player unless arrangements can be made in making tees to cover the mistake.

There are all kinds of bunkers and we feel they should be made to conform to the general typography of the course. We think a bunker should be a hazard and not part of the green from which to putt, nor part of the fairway from which to play a brassie. Whether a bunker wall is cut similar to the adjacent approach, fairway, or rough, should be left to the individual club according to the typography or amount of available funds. Where the existing soil is sand, as Pine Valley and a few other courses, building bunkers is comparatively easy. Where the bunkers are bricked the cost runs quite a bit more. We consider the three main points in building bunkers are to make them fair to the average player, to conform to the characteristics of the course, and that the upkeep be not excessive.

Next we discussed greens, which are either the pride or the bugbear of every greenkeeper. There we have an endless variety of grasses to choose from. We may have the finest grass plot in the world and still not have a putting green. We will not try to discuss which grass is the best for we think that should be governed by locality. To have a putting green, the grass must be erect and not grained in any way. There must be a minimum of marking with heavy play, and they should hold a ball without being a bog.

The United States Green Section is experimenting this year with different soil mixtures. (Mr. McCallip and Mr. Geo. McClure joined the discussion at this point and gave some interesting data concerning the soils and the depth to which the mixture should be carried in the construction of a green.) We do not believe the experiment has gone far enough to determine definitely what this should be. We feel that the depth will be governed by the underlying sub-soil.

Are Your Sprinklers Dependable?
The Buckner number 6 is positive in action, fool proof, and guaranteed to give satisfaction, will give more water over a larger area than any sprinkler we know of.

Our Hose Prices Are Right
Semesan—Nu-Green
Calo-Clor—Calo-green
Corrosive Sublimate
Exceptional service given on above orders.

J. Oliver Johnson, Inc.
World's largest golf course equipment house
Morgan Huron Superior Sts.
CHICAGO, ILL.